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Smart specialisation means the economic differentiation of areas so that they concentrate on their own strengths and growth sectors as well as promoting companies and innovative operations connected to these sectors. The question at hand is the development of our region’s strengths in co-operation with other European regions and utilising international networks and financial instruments. The strategy for smart specialisation contributes to the building of development co-operation with other European actors.

The strategy for smart specialisation is tightly coupled with the combined regional plan and regional strategic programme of South Ostrobothnia and to other programme lines made in the province. The goal of smart specialisation is to promote the regeneration of business life and to answer future skill requirements in selected thematic business sectors. These thematic business sectors are, the creation of new sustainable and effective solutions for food systems and the bioeconomy, the development of smart and energy efficient systems and the regeneration of service and experience production.

The strategy for smart specialisation will encourage companies to be more international and expansive. The strategy also identifies ways in which services offered to business operations, research and training operations could be even stronger than at present in supporting business life specialisation. The South Ostrobothnian smart specialisation operation model is based on the learning benefits of the concentrated province, flexibility and above all the region’s way of working, which is widely renown for being entrepreneurial and straightforward.

The strategy process has been condensed, with a broad range of participants. The Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia would like to express its thanks to all quarters that participated in the process and to the strategy compilation working party.

The goal of smart specialisation is to promote the regeneration of business life and to answer future skill requirements in selected thematic business sectors.

**Sustainable food systems and new solutions for the bioeconomy**

South Ostrobothnia wants to be actively involved in solutions for the food sector and rising bioeconomy global challenges.

**Smart and energy efficient systems**

South Ostrobothnia is committed to the regeneration of industry, construction and the service sector to be smarter and more resource efficient.

**Regeneration of service and experience production**

South Ostrobothnia fully utilises possibilities in the growth in service and experience production.
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South Ostrobothnia is a smart and outstanding province with a versatile industrial structure and where strong sectors form an intertwined, dynamic entity. Furthermore, the strengths of South Ostrobothnia are, a distinctive operation and development culture and active regional, national and international networking.

The goal of smart specialisation is to promote the regeneration of business life and to answer future challenges in selected thematic business sectors in which South Ostrobothnia has indisputable strengths. There are recognisable focus sectors within these broad thematic business sectors, which are distinguished by narrow specialisation, particularly high skills and substantial growth potential. Through these strengths, actors in South Ostrobothnia create answers to national, European and global challenges.

The thematic business sectors are the following:

- Sustainable food systems and new solutions for the bioeconomy
- Smart and energy efficient systems
- Regeneration of service and experience production
- South Ostrobothnia wants to be actively involved in solutions for the food sector and rising bioeconomy global challenges.
- South Ostrobothnia is committed to the regeneration of industry, construction and the service sector to be smarter and more resource efficient.
- South Ostrobothnia fully utilises possibilities in the growth of service and experience production.

The strategy for smart specialisation encourages companies and other actors to internationality and growth. The goal is to build a high level ecosystem in selected specialisation sectors, which especially supports the creation of new companies, growth and internationalisation. South Ostrobothnia is committed to developing its own trade and industry through interaction with existing service and skill entities, so that the region’s business life, innovation activities and internationalisation would develop as a synergetic entity. The following are the service and skill entities:

- Start up and Grow up!
- South Ostrobothnia seeks firm international interactions in order to create operations and ensure the creation and growth of new companies.
- Go Global!
- South Ostrobothnia commits to sustainable bidirectional international co-operation in thematic business sectors and to the improvement of its prerequisites.
- Innovate!
- South Ostrobothnia wants to contribute to the construction of the European Innovation Union.
- Get Talent!
- South Ostrobothnia invests in education at all its levels as a prerequisite for the improvement of its human capital.
- Co Global!
- South Ostrobothnia connects to sustainable international international cooperation in thematic business sectors and to the improvement of its prerequisites.

The achievement of the goals of the strategy requires operating principles and modes of operation, which promote competitiveness. The operating principles for the smart specialisation of South Ostrobothnia are:

- Bilateral comparative learning
- Effective resource utilisation
- Strategic and structural stability
- Engaging and fluidity
- Speed, flexibility and impartiality
- Effective resource utilisation
- Development policies and development tools are combined efficiently, creatively and intelligently.
- Fairness and reliability
- South Ostrobothnia refines the principles of fairness and reliability into a competitive advantage in smart specialisation, which penetrates business operations and also business development and higher education operations.
2.1 Basis of Smart Specialisation

A good education system, a highly educated population, a secure society and institutional stability as well as a close proximity to clean nature does not distinguish one Finnish region from another. Many regional strengths are also present in the whole of Finnish society. However, there are differences between regions. Each region has its own industrial structure, local company structures and time-shaped operations and development culture. Together these affect what smart specialisation possibilities are open to the region.

Traditionally regional specialisation and comparative advantages factors have been technological development or skills accumulated by the labour force. Alongside these, local institutional structures and operational modes have risen, in other words how a region's people and companies learn to use and apply new knowledge and technology, how they trust each other and disseminate information and the business culture of region. A portion of these competitive factors is visible in statistics, but a considerable portion is not included in statistics.

The statistics show that the number of businesses as proportion of population is high, but South Ostrobothnian companies are smaller than average and the turnover of the local company structure is slight. Furthermore, growing companies, as a proportion of the local company structure, is low, neither is the local company structure very international. Export as a proportion of production is under 10%, and there were 381 companies that exported in 2012. South Ostrobothnia contributes a bit over 1% of the total export of Finland, so under its proportion of population. A goal has been set regionally that the export of South Ostrobothnia will double as a proportion of total Finnish export by 2020.

The sensitivity to change and resilience of Finnish provinces was studied in 2013. In the study the ability of regions to be flexible and recover in structural change situations was examined with the help of four resilience indicators, which were industrial structure, labour force, business life and innovation. In the light of the indicators, which describe industrial structure, South Ostrobothnia is shown to be a region which regional economy is not very sensitive to sudden structural change and which possibilities to recover from structural change are extremely good.

1  Etelä-Pohjanmaan maakuntatarkoitus 2014; Tullihallitus 2014.
2  Äkillisen rakennemuutoksen herkkyymittarit. Selvitys äkilliseen rakennemuutokseen varautumisesta pitkällä aikavälillä.

Statistics Finland and The Regional Strategic Programme of South Ostrobothnia 2014
During the economic fluctuation, South Ostrobothnia’s large number of SMEs has been a positive characteristic.

Also assigned business support portrays the industrial structure of the province. The chief beneficiaries of support were those sectors which actively undertook development work. In the context of the metal industry has received the most company support. It has acquired more company support that on average in Finland. The second most was invested in wood industry and saw, wood and furniture also clearly represented. South Ostrobothnia province has been a positive characteristic, it is largely on these SMEs’ merit that South Ostrobothnia the metal industry has received the most company support. It has acquired more company support that on average in Finland. The second most was invested in foodstuff production, with saw, wood and furniture also clearly represented. South Ostrobothnia province to the top of satisfaction in their own work places. The education level of the province has increased over recent years, even if the growth has not been even across the whole province. The attraction of moving to Seinäjoki, the provincial capital, has been exceptionally great and is comparable to the largest growth centres in Finland.

The significance of SMEs is central in business life and from an employment perspective in the province, and South Ostrobothnia is generally characterised as an entrepreneurial province. Employee loyalty, activity and entrepreneurial spirit as well as the reciprocal co-operation activity of different quarters are strengths of the South Ostrobothnian business environment. The close interdependency of development actors and the low threshold for companies to approach business developers are a part of daily life. Evidence of this is that companies and local authorities are often chosen as Finland’s most entrepreneurial positive.

Also assigned business support portrays the industrial structure of the province. The chief beneficiaries of support were those sectors which actively undertook development work. In the context of the metal industry has received the most company support. It has acquired more company support that on average in Finland. The second most was invested in wood industry and saw, wood and furniture also clearly represented. South Ostrobothnia province to the top of satisfaction in their own work places. The education level of the province has increased over recent years, even if the growth has not been even across the whole province. The attraction of moving to Seinäjoki, the provincial capital, has been exceptionally great and is comparable to the largest growth centres in Finland.

Company and employee satisfaction is also reflected in internal migration. The population of South Ostrobothnia has increased over recent years, even if the growth has not been even across the whole province. The attraction of moving to Seinäjoki, the provincial capital, has been exceptionally great and is comparable to the largest growth centres in Finland.
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The strategy preparation work has given particular weighting to the viewpoint of business, which was acquired through an electronic questionnaire form and interviews. The questionnaire form was sent to companies operating in South Ostrobothnia that employ over 10 personnel, work places, turnover and productivity have been examined. Business sectors have also been examined in relation to business sector specialisation.

The smart specialisation of South Ostrobothnia has been aligned with the help of a condensed process involving a broad range of participants. Tampere and Helsinki universities together with the Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia and the region's interested parties have been responsible for the composition of the strategy. During the preparation process the needs and visions of a broad team of actors have been taken into account through workshops, interviews and questionnaires.

A working party consisting of representatives from business and educational, research and development organisations, has continuously worked on the strategy. Through participation of a broad based permanent working party, it has been strived to create genuine ownership for the strategy among the different actors of the province. It has been the task of these groups to identify and analyse the key factors and strengths of South Ostrobothnia, and with these identified strengths to outline supporting operational entities and activities. The activity of the working party has benefited from background material, which consists of among other things statistical material from their basis, the strengths and growing sectors, including personnel, work places, turnover and productivity have been examined. Business sectors have also been examined in relation to business sector specialisation.
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At the same time as the preparation of the smart specialisation strategy, South Ostrobothnia has other strategic processes under consideration. Particularly the link to the combined Regional Plan and Regional Strategic Programme of South Ostrobothnia is strong, which shows that the identified selected focus points in the smart specialisation strategy are consistently in line with the Provincial Strategy. It is noteworthy that the selected focus points are widely recognised in the province, and that strategies of different actor and co-operation networks are along the same line. South Ostrobothnia has a strong collective desire for smart specialisation.

2.3 The Structure and Mode of Operation for the Strategy

In spite of positive developments it is essential South Ostrobothnia is able to continuously regenerate. A goal of the smart specialisation strategy is to promote the regeneration of business and to answer future challenges in the chosen thematic business sectors, which are of regional significance and also nationally distinctive. These focus points are:

1. Sustainable food systems and the regeneration of the bioeconomy
2. Smart and energy efficient systems
3. The regeneration of service and experience production

Within these broad thematic business sectors lie a number of focus sectors, whose distinguishing features are narrow specialisation, particularly high skills or significant growth possibilities. The focus areas reinforce and regenerate these broader thematic business sectors. Some of these focus areas already have current significant development operations for business services and skills, while some can still be accelerated separately.

The smart specialisation strategy encourages companies to grow and to become more international. The smart specialisation of South Ostrobothnia also necessitates that business services and skill entities develop from their current state. For their part the strategy expresses the will of South Ostrobothnia’s strategy, which also has an international dimension. In connection with these, strategy operational entities are presented, which take services and skill entities to a new level.

Picture 2 presents an operation matrix that describes the previously mentioned basic dimensions of the strategy, i.e. the content based choices and the identified service and skill entities.

These dimensions brisk each other, so that business life, innovation operations and internationalisation of the region develop into a synergic entity.

The strategic document has been organised according to these dimensions. Possible sources of research and development funding are identified in the last main section of the strategy, with which the smart specialisation of South Ostrobothnia can be accelerated, and it also covers the principles for the implementation and follow-up of the strategy.
3. New solutions for sustainable food systems and the bioeconomy

Global and European challenges

The bioeconomy is predicted to be the world economy’s next big wave. Growing needs and dwindling fossil fuels necessitate solutions for food systems and the bioeconomy, which use resources wisely and are based on renewable natural resources. These challenges are genuinely international, which is why a sustainable bioeconomy theme is heavily present in the OECD and U.N. alignments as in the Europe 2020 strategy.

One of the cornerstones for the future of Finland has been recognised as competitiveness and the production of sustainable bioeconomy solutions to worldwide problems. South Ostrobothnia has nationally significant role in answering these challenges, particularly concerning food systems. It is especially important that Finnish and South Ostrobothnian companies and developers obtain a foothold in international networks that promote the development of the bioeconomy. For example, the European ERIAFF network (European Regions for Innovation in Agriculture, Food and Forestry) is an important cooperation arena between regions, through which South Ostrobothnia is a part of the European response to the bioeconomy and food solutions’ development.

Description of current strengths

South Ostrobothnia is the most specialised Finnish region in primary production and food-processing, regardless of how it is observed, from the number of workplaces, personnel and turnover perspectives. Relatively speaking, in Finland, the highest employment is in agriculture and the food industry is in South Ostrobothnia, with 16% of turnover for the whole country’s food industry located in the region.

Agriculture and food industry employment and economic influences are at their greatest in South Ostrobothnia when the figures are a proportion of the employment level and economy size of a region. The effect of agriculture on the regional economy is almost €400 million and the food industry is over €1.3 billion, which is 25% of the total GDP of the region.

8 Suomen biotalousstrategia 2014.
Primary production and foodstuff refining form the supporting foundation for sectors closely connected to food systems and the bioeconomy. For example, machine and instrument production is used in the development of the foodstuff sector and the foodsector and labour productivity. In terms of turnover, 12% of foodstuff machine production is in South Ostrobothnia while furthermore, the agriculture technology companies in the region form 14% of the country’s total. Sustainable and efficient solutions for food systems are focussed on food production and consumer systems and their management. Solution elements concern primary production, agriculture and production technology, foodstuff refining, logistics and environmental solutions, trade and marketing as well as consumption and user experience. The food system sector as a whole is formed by different sectors, companies operating on the borders of these sectors and by different research and development organisations. There is a visible food system still developing in South Ostrobothnia, which has in its number top companies from different system segments. The combined turnover of these companies is approximately €3.2 billion, and their share of the GDP of the region is 62.7%. During the last ten years in South Ostrobothnia over €100 million has been invested in the development of the innovation environment and actor networking. Of this sum a considerable part has focused on research, development and innovation operations for food systems and the bioeconomy. Numerous regional, national and international projects concerning the food sector and food systems have been implemented in the province, and the region has also put itself forward to lead networks associated with the sector, such as Food Safety Management Finland and Agrotechnology from Finland. At the beginning of 2014 there were about 50 projects on going concerning the sector and as many are being prepared. For example, in Seinäjoki and the surrounding municipalities there are numerous pending investment and development projects in order to reinforce development platforms connected to food systems, such as expanding a pilot factory for food refining expansions, and the construction of Food Province House, a consumer research restaurant and a food logistics centre.

During the last ten years in South Ostrobothnia over €100 million has been invested in the development of the innovation environment and actor networking. Of this sum a considerable part has focused on research, development and innovation operations for food systems and the bioeconomy. Numerous regional, national and international projects concerning the food sector and food systems have been implemented in the province, and the region has also put itself forward to lead networks associated with the sector, such as Food Safety Management Finland and Agrotechnology from Finland. At the beginning of 2014 there were about 50 projects on going concerning the sector and as many are being prepared. For example, in Seinäjoki and the surrounding municipalities there are numerous pending investment and development projects in order to reinforce development platforms connected to food systems, such as expanding a pilot factory for food refining expansions, and the construction of Food Province House, a consumer research restaurant and a food logistics centre.

The focus of research and development for the area is the smart use of raw materials, sustainable and efficient food system processes and user experience, perception and welfare as a part of the food system. The smart use of raw materials is an especially important area of development for the field bioeconomy and food systems. The business operations potential of skills and technology applications associated with sustainable and efficient food systems and the bioeconomy processes grow in relation to planning, control system engineering, gauging and the applications and services associated with them. Food safety offers possibilities to, amongst others, the producers and developers of new products and the utilisation of raw material components as a source in non-food applica- tions. Food production bi-products such as field biomass and manure can, for their part, be utilised as energy sources. South Ostrobothnia is especially profiling field bioeconomy alongside the traditional forest bioeconomy. Biomass and waste can be manufactured into high added value products such as fuel. When biomass stores raw materials, nutrients and energy then the adverse effects on the environment are reduced. The bioeconomy’s sustainable and technologically advanced operation models are also clean technology or cleantech. Through the bioeconomy’s operation models are also clean technology or cleantech. Through the bioeconomy's sustainable and efficient solutions it is also possible to improve the energy and nutrient self-sufficiency of the region.

The business operations potential of skills and technology applications associated with sustainable and efficient food systems and the bioeconomy processes grow in relation to planning, control system engineering, gauging and the applications and services associated with them. Food safety offers possibilities to, amongst others, the producers and developers of new products and the utilisation of raw material components as a source in non-food applications. Food production bi-products such as field biomass and manure can, for their part, be utilised as energy sources.
province there are the kinds of skills, which can participate in easing the global food crisis in developing countries such as in African countries. For example, Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences has been involved in the Healthy Africa (Terve Afrikka) project, which is financed by the Finnish Ministry for Foreign Affairs, one theme of which has been school food and nutrition development in Uganda and Kenya. Furthermore, Finland on an EU level and also globally is a forerunner in matters of animal welfare. In the Epanet research network research includes the use of raw materials and food system processes alongside food consumption from different aspects. Use experience especially affects product and service characteristics and impression and welfare effects. Associated with this is the stronger than before branding of consumer products and their concerning cultural importance. The strive to develop sustainable and efficient solutions also demands multidisciplinary understanding of those social conditions in which companies, societies and consumers make choices that promote sustainability, and understanding of how these choices can be affected. User participation in product development and a comprehensive understanding of customer needs in the bioeconomy value network are prerequisites for future successful business operations.

South Ostrobothnia’s specialisation in sustainable and efficient food systems and the new solutions for the bioeconomy is based on companies and clusters that are already partly internationalised or have strong internationalisation potential. They are challenged by international growth and new market sector recognition, as well as answering to increasing globalisation and stiffening competition. Strongly associated with this is reciprocal networking of companies and developers in the international foodstuff sector and food system themed projects. Secondly, specialisation is based on operations, around which skill and innovation constructions have purposefully been created. The creation of new business operations is promoted with the so-called quadruple helix (users, businesses, researchers and public sector actors) based high level projects, which are constructed upon development platforms and user networks. The role as a food province requires taking care of primary production, food industry competitiveness and profitability as well as adequate self-sufficiency protection for raw materials and high skill levels.
Global and European challenges

Worldwide resource and energy challenges must be met by making more efficient and regenerating, industrial and service production systems and processes. One of the flagship initiatives of the Europe 2020 strategy is A Resource-Efficient Europe, which amongst other things supports the transfer to a low carbon economy, renewal of transportation and logistics and the development of energy efficiency.

Correspondingly Digital Agenda for Europe accelerates the formation of a digital infrastructure and single market. Resource efficiency and digitalisation are challenges in which industry worldwide must be able to answer. A central industrial change trend is the so-called Internet of Things, where machines and instruments are developed to be even smarter and are connected together through a network. This brings changes to industrial production and work processes, and will significantly affect the daily life of people.

From many perspectives the Finnish industrial structure is changing. South Ostrobothnia has avoided big industrial structural changes, because of its versatility and large SME company base. However, the described industrial operational challenges also affect South Ostrobothnia: the companies of the province must be able to regenerate by revising their own products, services and processes to be still smarter, more digitalised and resource efficient.

Description of current strengths

Companies connected to the smart and energy efficient systems thematic business sector are diversified and include many different business sectors. Smart solutions as processes benefit machine and instrument manufacture in South Ostrobothnia, as they also benefit construction and health technology. Smart solutions are incorporated into different automation and control systems such as the control mechanisms for smart machines. At the interfaces between sectors knowledge intensive services will become even more important. For example, in smart and energy efficient systems software production is embedded in machine and instrument production.

The technology industry has traditionally been a strong sector in South Ostrobothnia. The sector being the largest receiver of development and innovation support is proof of the ac-
Machine and instrument production has risen to be a strong skills concentration. It is extremely important concerning turnover, and the trend of the sector is growing. One important skills sector within the larger sector is agrotechnology, which is connected to the province’s strong food system skills. The Agro Industry strategic programme has been successful, in a unique way bringing the expertise of both rural companies to the production process of agricultural and forestry machinery. Removable sources in the province have taken into use an open fibre network model, which has been well received. Through the help of digitalisation companies obtain more agility in their operations.

With the help of digitalisation companies obtain more agility in their operations. Digital Factory strategy represents the implementation of these tools in the company. One answer to the still growing digitalisation requirements of industry is the Digital Factory strategy. In the province there is an Epanet professor located in Seinäjoki from the Tampere University of Technology, who leads a metal construction research centre, where the research leads to the development of new materials, amongst other things. The research is international and strongly company orientated.

In addition to metal construction there are also many wood construction and wooden product sector skills in South Ostrobothnia, which can be refined into new export products and services. The Finnish for- est industry strategic programme promotes construction from wooden materials and has already accomplished considerable growth, for example in the construction of wooden blocks of flats. An Epanet professor of architecture promotes the development of skills in the province concerning the construction of wooden blocks of flats, together with other actors from further education.

There are also substantial health technology skills in the province. The South Ostrobothnia Health Technology Development Centre (EPTEC) has amongst other things developed, together with local authorities, technological solutions associated with support for living at home. These technologies help in the solution to the pressure of caring for an aging population.

Another strong area has been developing video and teleconferencing connections, which amongst other things has enabled the training of specialist doctors in South Ostrobothnia. Remote connections can also improve the quality and availability of health care services in more distant communities. The ICT and a co-operative model or local authority owned initiative it has been possible to acquire fast optical fibre connections to remote, low populated rural areas, where larger actors have not been interested in investing. Realised open fibre networks have also awakened plenty of international interest. South Ostrobothnia is also involved in the pan European ENGAGE project, which seeks solutions to assist the construction of data communication networks in rural areas. The development of data communication connection coverage and their options are key points from a development perspective of the province. South Ostrobothnia would also have the right kind of conditions for data centre type services. A cool climate, computer skills and a stable society also make the area attractive from an international point of view.

Energy efficiency is a strategic goal, which cuts across all production sectors, affecting both products and production processes. Energy efficiency as a strategic focus area arises in the province’s focus concerning the construction of wooden blocks of flats, together with other actors from further education.
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In addition to metal construction there are also many wood construction and wooden product sector skills in South Ostrobothnia, which can be refined into new export products and services. The Finnish for- est industry strategic programme promotes construction from wooden materials and has already accomplished considerable growth, for example in the construction of wooden blocks of flats. An Epanet professor of architecture promotes the development of skills in the province concerning the construction of wooden blocks of flats, together with other actors from further education.
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especially improves the attractiveness of organisation of primary health care for residents of remote areas by utilising ICT in healthcare personnel consultations, networking and skill development. Furthermore the combination of fibre networks and health technology open new application possibilities.

Transport, logistics and their connected industries can be outlined from statistics as strong sectors. Questions of energy efficiency also concern these sectors. Being situated centrally in the traffic infrastructure, offers on a Finnish scale, good possibilities for a logistics centre, the development of which has been taken to be one of the top themes of the province. As it expands, the formation of NLC-Seinäjoki (Nordic Logistic City) will become one of Finland’s most important logistics centres, which is also part of an international logistical corridor (Midnordic Green Transport Corridor). The Helsinki-Seinäjoki-Oulu corridor is logistically very important, and it is part of the international Bothnian Corridor transport network. The development of the track as part of the European core network is a benefit to South Ostrobothnia, Finland and also the whole of Northern Europe.

An Epanet professor of logistics and a connected research group have a central role in the development of the logistics centre. Optimisation and the application of new smart technology can considerably intensify the operational system of logistics. In South Ostrobothnia there is specialist knowledge particularly in the foodstuff logistics sub-sector.

Sustainable methods of generating energy are an energy efficiency goal of the province. South Ostrobothnia has clear potential in renewable energy and bio-energy chains, and investments have been made in bio-energy research and development. There is also rapid growth in wind power production. In the higher education strategy, a goal has been set to strengthen both energy research supporting the skills priority sectors and development work with Vaasa Energy Institute.

Smartness and energy efficiency can also be seen at an urban structure level. Seinäjoki has started to develop the train station and track area as part of the town centre plan, consistent with sustainable development principles, in the Smart Station project. In the regional town pilot programme, Kauhajoki and Kurikka strive to create a new kind of growth, according to sustainable development principles, outside of the provincial centre.

In South Ostrobothnia the companies that make smart and energy efficient products are the most export orientated. However, the possibilities for export still need to be developed. From a growth and internationalisation perspective, specialisation to even narrower skill sectors and combining service operations to products is even more important. When specialising to narrow sectors, finding skilled partners becomes even more challenging. Of the regional actors Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences and its research, development and innovation services are held to be significant from a production and product development perspective. Also co-operation with university research groups give development resources. Also business development companies have co-ordinated numerous technology sector development projects.
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Smartness and energy efficiency can also be seen at an urban structure level. Seinäjoki has started to develop the train station and track area as part of the town centre plan, consistent with sustainable development principles, in the Smart Station project. In the regional town pilot programme, Kauhajoki and Kurikka strive to create a new kind of growth, according to sustainable development principles, outside of the provincial centre.

In South Ostrobothnia the companies that make smart and energy efficient products are the most export orientated. However, the possibilities for export still need to be developed. From a growth and internationalisation perspective, specialisation to even narrower skill sectors and combining service operations to products is even more important. When specialising to narrow sectors, finding skilled partners becomes even more challenging. Of the regional actors Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences and its research, development and innovation services are held to be significant from a production and product development perspective. Also co-operation with university research groups give development resources. Also business development companies have co-ordinated numerous technology sector development projects.
3.3 The regeneration of service and experience production

Global and European challenges

The regeneration of the service sector is a challenge affecting the whole of Europe. The efficiency of manufacturing for its part transfers the financial focus towards service domination. Furthermore, particularly in European welfare states, the need for public sector service regeneration is great. Also, creative sectors and experience production have become a central part in the modern service economy.

The Europe 2020 strategy emphasises strengthening the service sector in the internal market. The full implementation of the service directive should accelerate the service trade considerably. A prerequisite for this is that SMEs have genuine access to offer their services to the European market. In a European context creative sectors and experience production has a growing role. The volume of the Creative Europe Programme in the EU’s programming period 2014-2020 is greater than in previous culture and media programmes. The main goal of the programme is to support European culture and language diversity, fostering European cultural legacy and reinforcing the competitiveness of the culture and creative sectors in the digitalisation and globalisation of the operational environment.

South Ostrobothnia’s service and experience production has growth possibilities. The region’s enhanced training and skill level, as well as the advancement of digitalisation, offer new tools for service production and expand service and experience production to a worldwide market. At the same time it must be noted that the boundaries between primary production, refining and services have partly disappeared. This means that at the interface between sectors, the importance of knowledge and experience intensive services becomes even more significant. For example, from the perspective of South Ostrobothnia, experience service entities have been consciously built into central food system themes. Also, an even greater share of services will either become totally digital, or be intensified significantly through digitalisation.17 Simultaneously different sectors of culture cut across other service production. The question is not only about new service production methods, but also about service design.

In Finland the largest private service sectors are retail, social and health services and transportation. 6 The basic structure of South Ostrobothnia's service sector does not remarkably differ from that of the whole country, albeit the degree of specialisation growth is detectable in both separate sectors and within sectors in individual companies. Samajolla is Finland's sixth largest retail centre, and in the province there is located Finland's second largest department store by sales, with a significant national travel destination having developed around the shopping centre. Also, the overall tourism sector has seen growth, and the amount of money created by tourism areas has increased by 162% during the last ten years. 17 An example of growth is one of Finland's largest amusement parks, which has been developed in the region during the 21st century, and has twice been chosen as Finland's best leisure destination. Besides its top centres, the province has international tourism potential in thematic areas, one example of which is the numerous designs of world famous architect Alvar Aalto.

Despite growth, South Ostrobothnia is still quite unknown, especially amongst foreign travel visitors. Their share of travellers to the region has been on average four percent. A goal has been set in the travel strategy of South Ostrobothnia, that in 2020 international overnight stays would be approximately eight percent of the total of overnight stays. To achieve this, the service level and visibility of destinations will be raised, and the co-operation as well as the services on offer between the region's most significant travel centres will be developed. 20

South Ostrobothnia differs in service and experience production nationally and internationally. 18 The basic structure of South Ostrobothnia's service sector does not remarkably differ from that of the whole country, albeit the degree of specialisation growth is detectable in both separate sectors and within sectors in individual companies.

Description of current strengths

17 Emt. s. 51
18 Emt. s. 51
19 Emt. s. 51
20 Emt. s. 51
region’s contemporary musical events are significant in terms of turnover and in affecting the regional economy, and have personalised the province. Numerous national and even international pop culture and musical phenomena have also risen from South Ostrobothnia.

In South Ostrobothnia smart specialisation in service and experience production is based on three elements. Firstly the specialisation is based on the kind of matters, which make the region more significant than can be interpreted from statistics, such as a strong regional identity and the characteristic cultural history of the region. Secondly the specialisation is based on the kind of sectors around which skill and innovation structures have been formed. For example, the higher education sector of South Ostrobothnia has supported, in numerous ways, the service and experience production thematic business sector, among others by projects financed by the EU Culture programme. Also in the latest higher education community strategy, the chosen focus sectors are welfare and creative individuals and communities, which include supporting service and experience production through training, research and innovation methods. Thirdly, is the matter of even narrower service and experience production specialisation in different sectors. For example in tourism, individual destinations are already currently nationally top destinations.

---

4. Start Up and Grow Up!

South Ostrobothnia’s strategic desired state

Dynamic economic growth is a prerequisite in order to get the whole of Europe to a strong growth track. This also strongly affects Finland and South Ostrobothnia. From both economic dynamics and an employment perspective, the importance of growing companies is especially essential, with new jobs have mostly been created in the SME sector. For this reason it is natural that EU-cohesion and innovation policies highlight the importance of entrepreneurship and growing companies. SMEs have an important role in the Horizon 2020 programme, which is also an opportunity for South Ostrobothnian companies.

It is possible to promote new entrepreneurial development through EU financial instruments and project work. Moreover, new knowledge intensive companies and growing companies can be created in many different sectors, as they are not just an exclusive right of traditional companies from the technology sector. A particular challenge of South Ostrobothnia is to be able to create new companies, which aim for profitable growth, in the thematic business sectors and in their narrower focus sectors. The province also wants to be in close international interaction in creating the kind of operational and policy models, which support new company creation and growth. However in many company backgrounds there are entrepreneurial spirited people. Care must be taken that the province’s entrepreneurial spirit is reinforced and internationalised further.

According to the companies representing the thematic business sectors, growth is primarily a question of attitude. An encouraging and joy from success atmosphere reinforces companies’ desire for growth and inspires even more skilled people to establish companies.

Description of the current situation

In South Ostrobothnia, public economic development and business services are offered by regional, local and national actors. At the core of the operations are different advice and support services, which help the development of companies and support growth, and also advice new business start-ups. Special services are on offer especially to support product and business operational development.
Regional and local organisations offering business services include the new development company INTO Sainajoki Oy created through the union of Sainajoki Region Business Service Centre (SEER) and Frami Oy. South Ostrobothnia ELY-Centre; the region’s companies also have access to the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation’s (TEKES) services and funding possibilities. Furthermore, ELY-Centre experts offer expert and advice services associated with support. Through South Ostrobothnia ELY-Centre the region’s companies also have access to the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation’s (TEKES) services and funding possibilities. The Economic development and business services on offer in South Ostrobothnia are comprehensive, but in places thin. From the smart specialisation strategy’s perspective, the following strategic operational entities have been set for the province’s economic development and business services:

**Permanent start-up services for information intensive companies:** South Ostrobothnia has comprehensive services for start-ups, but in order to have a versatile industrial structure and regeneration there is still cause to strengthen services, particularly for information intensive start-ups (e.g. Knowledge Intensive Business Services companies)

**Permanent services on offer for growing companies:** Private and public sector services geared towards the region’s growing companies are assembled in an easy to identify and utilise range of services. The goal is the creation and availability of permanent high level services. A part of these services will also be a preparation programme for growing companies that are in an intensive development phase.

**The expansion of commodified innovation services:** In the province there are good experiences of commodified innovation services, because through their help small companies also have the possibility to utilise expertise from outside the company. A goal is the expansion of commodified services available at different stages of the innovation process.

**The development of training for international business operations and growing businesses:** The South Ostrobothnian higher education community support, with their own tools, the development of international business operations and the skills of growing companies. For example, the University of Vaasa and Sainajoki Oy have associated basic and advanced training programmes with these themes. However, it is possible to strengthen and vary the training, so that it meets the skill requirements of internationalising and growth seeking South Ostrobothnia companies even better than it currently does.
4.2 Go Global!

South Ostrobothnia’s strategic desired state

European integration and the development of the internal market mean that more and more companies operate everywhere in Europe rather than just in their own domestic market. Even though the development of the internal market supports economic growth, Finnish and European companies must seek growing markets such as China, India and other developing economies.

From the perspective of the regional smart specialization, the international connections are essential. When built more actively than previously, they produce added value. Although the company base of the province is not especially export orientated, it is a matter of course that there is an international operational environment for most companies. Companies have their own export operations or significant raw materials, intermediate product or service import such as subcontracting. In addition to this direct internationalisation of the operational environment of companies, there is increasing internationalisation in competition situations or for example in recruitment.

Company representatives operating in economic development themed sectors see that big companies largely take care of their own international challenges. However, small companies do not have their own sufficient resources for internationalisation, in other words they need skilled and expert support. Internationalisation potential is more clearly seen in industrial sectors than in service sectors.

An international perspective must be an in-built factor in economic development processes. It is essential that the region’s internationalisation is bidirectional: there must be support for both the region’s actors going international and for international actors to invest and operate in South Ostrobothnia. The strategic desired state of the province is that economic development themed areas have a long-term commitment to bidirectional international co-operation and improvement of its prerequisites.

Description of the current situation

Many local and regional economic development and development organisations offer their own services to support the internationalisation of companies, but more specialised internationalisation services have been produced by project funding. Typical of these kinds of services are target market...
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In South Ostrobothnia, in addition to internationalisation from Finland to the world, diversifying economic development through international investments must be kept in mind. The previously
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research, training associated with internationalisation, seminars and joint exhibition visits and other ways of making international contacts. For example, INTO Seinäjoki Oy has produced these kinds of internationalisation services. To the same extent the Internationalisation Centre INKA, in Suospa,

serves companies, which have a workforce with a foreign background, and companies which are

planning to recruit labour from abroad.

Alongside local and regional economic development and development organisations there are

many other actors promoting the internationalisation of South Ostrobothnian companies. For ex-

ample, companies' own interest groups and coalitions, such as the South Ostrobothnia Chamber of

Commerce, the Regional Organization of Enterprises in South Ostrobothnia and the Export Guild (Viennilaita) offer and channel services associated with company internationalisation, and shape the business sell to an international direction. Also, the co-operative based Vienso, operating from

Ostrobothnia, offer small and medium sized companies internationalisation services to both indi-

vidual and groups of companies.

National operator Finpro is especially central in offering company internationalisation services. It is

an association established by Finnish companies and different quarters of economic development,

which has a long history of promoting exporting and which has built a significant international skills network. There is also an extremely wide range of services for companies at different stages of internationalisation.

Connections to national export promoting and internationalisation services: It is not

worth producing all internationalisation services oneself, but for only certain services there is cause to rely on services from outside of the region. For example, Vienso and the export skills of Ostrobothnian companies can also be utilised in South Ostroboth-

nia. South Ostrobothnia must be able to connect considerably stronger than currently to the network and operational model of Team Finland.

Increasing the level of internationalisation services orientated to companies: The promotion of the internationalisation of South Ostrobothnia's economic activity, is re-

enforced by strengthening the internationalisation services of the region and by mak-

ing internationalisation and especially export operations central content in contacting companies. Services associated with company internationalisation are assembled in one group of services. The development of its most essential services is taken care of through co-operation with different actors. Special care is taken that there is also sector skillss on offer for the internationalisation of companies in thematic business sectors.

Reinforcement of the regional Invest In operations: Attraction of investment from outside of the region must be strengthened further. Both the broad thematic business sectors and in special cases the narrow focus sectors must be made more visible to the marketing and sales of the region. Also in attracting international investments there is reason to connect more strongly to national networks, and take care that the region's thematic business sectors are present in the right target groups.

Strategic operational entities

Attraction of investment from

outside of the province would be easier and fruitful. Besides actual investment services, the development of the general operational en-

vironment, as well as communications and marketing, are essential measures to improve the competitiveness of the region. In addition to attracting companies and investments, regions increasingly compete for people one of the most crucial measurements of attractiveness is the overall living environment, which is also linked to economic attractiveness factors. Seinä-

joki and its surrounding municipalities have been particularly successful in attracting national and international investments. In attracting these investments, traditional pulling forces, such as logistical location, premises and commercial potential have been stressed.
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4.3 Innovate!

South Ostrobothnia’s strategic desired state

Innovation Union is one of the Europe 2020 flagship initiatives, and it strives to improve the prerequisites, as well as economic and societal impact, of research and innovation operations. The flagship initiative contains a broad congregation of different measures. In addition to content selections, a central aspiration is connected to the development and strengthening of different research and innovation activities related to EU tools. Additionally skilled partnerships are promoted, and connections between training, the business world and research and innovation operations are strengthened regionally, nationally and internationally.

For its part South Ostrobothnia wants to be in the construction of the European innovation union. The structure and processes of the province’s research, development and innovation activities (RDI operations) reveal the unique characteristics of the region, and strive for a strong economy and societal effectiveness. The infrastructure of South Ostrobothnia’s RDI operations has been built and strengthened in a manner to improve the region’s internal regeneration ability, which can also be seen as internationally exceptional. In the development of effective research, development and innovation models and processes, South Ostrobothnian higher education institutions want to be in the international forefront. From this perspective they want to actively create international co-operation relations, which enable continuous development.

Many companies operating in thematic business sectors have multifaceted co-operation also internationally with different universities and research institutions. Sometimes the RDI operations of companies are even more international than their primary business activities. Representatives of companies hold the region’s own RDI structures to be very important. A particular advantage of co-operation undertaken with the higher educational institutions of the region is the low discussion communication threshold, which enables flexible and need-oriented activities.

Description of the current situation

The central elements of the infrastructure of South Ostrobothnia’s RDI operations are Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences, the University Consortium of Seinäjoki, University Association of South Ostrobothnia and their jointly formed co-operation structure the University
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Central proficiency areas of the higher education community of South Ostrobothnia are identified, with the different parties being committed to further developing their own operations. There are three common interdisciplinary proficiency areas: sustainable food solutions, smart and energy efficient systems and healthy and creative individuals and communities. Knowledge intensive entrepreneurship and producing new business concepts and service innovations are promoted in all proficiency areas. Many proficiency strengths are combined at the intersections and seams of the proficiency areas and they are often dynamic, new creative theme areas. The focus structure has been shaped based on both the skills of the higher education community and on the needs of the region’s interest groups. Additionally, the focus tools reflect specific themes, where actors in the South Ostrobothnian higher education community construct systematic and international co-operation structures, both in education and research operations.

The RDI operations of Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences are consistent with the nature of a University of Applied Sciences Institution in conducting research that can be applied to and serves the region. For the same reasons the RDI activities of the University of Applied Sciences are strongly connected to teaching, among other things through different integration platforms and through undertaking these work co-operation with the companies of the region. Furthermore, from a regional perspective the RDI operations of Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences emphasise international co-operation. In addition to European co-operation other significant platforms of international co-operation include Japan, Vietnam and Mexico. Content-wise the focus of the RDI operations of Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences have been congruent with the focus areas of the University Consortium.

The University Consortium of Seinäjoki is another supporting leg of the South Ostrobothnian higher education community. The University Consortium produces university level training services in its summer university, and strengthens research by planning research network projects, offering funding for them and by following and supporting their implementation.

Research and development work are at the centre of the operations of the University Consor- tium of Seinäjoki. The volume and quality of scientific research in South Ostrobothnia has been raised by the unique system work of South Ostrobothnia university network (Epanet). Besides strengthening the functional research and development community in South Ostrobothnia, Epanet also has the goal of intensifying and expanding research work. Broad based, but focussed research and development work is undertaken under the leadership of research directors and managers. Having operated for over 10 years already, the Epanet network has a central role in the organisation and implementation of the active research groups of the province. The goals of the research projects, which are planned as five year periods, are interdisciplinary and are finding new approaches. The research work is becoming more international the whole time, both in financing and with co-operation partners, with co-operation partners coming from Europe, Asia and from the USA.

The third supporting leg of the South Ostrobothnian higher education community is the Uni- versity Association of South Ostrobothnia (EKP), which has the goal of promoting higher education policy co-operation and higher educational development work in the province. The University Association produces university level training services in its summer university, and strengthens research by planning research network projects, offering funding for them and by following and supporting their implementation.

Research and development work are at the centre of the operations of the University Consor- tium of Seinäjoki. The volume and quality of scientific research in South Ostrobothnia has been raised by the unique system work of South Ostrobothnia university network (Epanet). Besides strengthening the functional research and development community in South Ostrobothnia, Epanet also has the goal of intensifying and expanding research work. Broad based, but focussed research and development work is undertaken under the leadership of research directors and managers. Having operated for over 10 years already, the Epanet network has a central role in the organisation and implementation of the active research groups of the province. The goals of the research projects, which are planned as five year periods, are interdisciplinary and are finding new approaches. The research work is becoming more international the whole time, both in financing and with co-operation partners, with co-operation partners coming from Europe, Asia and from the USA.

The third supporting leg of the South Ostrobothnian higher education community is the Uni- versity Association of South Ostrobothnia (EKP), which has the goal of promoting higher education policy co-operation and higher educational development work in the province. The University Association produces university level training services in its summer university, and strengthens research by planning research network projects, offering funding for them and by following and supporting their implementation.

International networks especially noticeably affect the development and form of the region’s re- search, development and innovation operations. All the previously mentioned actors have their own international networks, where they plan and implement projects and undertake other co- operation. Besides the networks of these organisations, more structural networks are especially significant platforms of international co-operation. In addition to the previously mentioned Epanet network, the ERRIN Network (European Regions and Innovation Network) is also important to South Ostrobothnia, a member of which is the West Finland European Office. ERRIN consists of 70 European regions and their European offices. ERRIN promotes information exchange, strengthens the capacity of regions to participate in European projects and improves the research and innovation capacity of regions. In addition to the previously mentioned the Epanet network, the EAIE (European Association of International Education) is also significant platform of international co-operation from the perspective of innovation orientated operations, in which South Ostrobothnia actors are present in the AgroLivingLab and Suomenlinna Living Lab. An important international education develop- ment network, in which Seinäjoki University of Applied Sciences is present, is the EAB (European Association of International Education).
Strategic operational entities

Research groups and the competition for national financing: The thematic business sectors of South Ostrobothnia have a number of research groups, which undertake high-level research activities. The thematic business sectors, and particularly their narrower focus sectors inside them, are irregular phenomenon sectors, which are affected by national and international environment changes. The higher education community must take care that, also in these rising focus areas, high-level research, development and innovation activities are undertaken, which can be financed from competed for national research funding sources. In the same manner, care must be taken to have effective company co-operation in the focus sectors.

International research financing and co-operation networks: It must be attended to that South Ostrobothnia’s thematic business sectors and stronger focus sectors are capable of acquiring national funding along with international research funding. This necessitates strategic co-operation relations and networks, so there is reason to support their sustained construction. In addition to the groundwork of international projects, reciprocal regional co-operation between the higher education community and other international actors is required.

Productivity, profitability and ability to regenerate with the support of RDI operations: A prerequisite of the competitiveness of the broad thematic business sectors and the narrower focus sectors are, good productivity, profitability and continuity of operations. The achievement of these goals can be supported through the close research, development and innovation operations of higher education actors and companies. The question concerns actions, which improve the internal and external processes of a company and which contribute to the regeneration of companies.

New products, services and markets through the support of RDI: Even more often, customers in competitive markets are interested in novelties. For this reason, there must be operational modes in the region that enable transforming research into new products and services. It is also essential to support the finding of new market needs and segments. For example, with the help of information concerning customer and user needs, new demand can be created.

New companies through the support of RDI: The education community of South Ostrobothnia is strongly committed to co-operation with the business life of the region. However, it must take a larger responsibility than previously in the creation of new business operations. Traditional methods are, for example, companies founded by researchers and students, but new means must be found to achieve the goal, such as consumer co-operatives. The higher education community must build close contacts to economic development and development organisations, which offer services to start-up companies, in order to reach this goal.
South Ostrobothnia’s strategic desired state

The skills of people are at the core of all development, and education is a principal way of increasing this human capital. To a great extent, the future of Europe will be decided on how well it is able to attract, grow and mobilise skill resources. In the future skills will become increasingly international, which means, for example, language and culture skills. It also means inquisitiveness and the ability to predict the future and a desire to try to do things differently. The education system must be able to construct these kinds of competences for students.

These perspectives motivate a modernisation strategy for European higher education and the Youth on the Move flagship initiative of the Europe 2020 strategy, which strives to improve the international attraction and quality of European higher educational institutions, as well as promoting young people’s access to the labour market. These central matters are examples of; the promotion of student international mobility, the constant coordination of education content and the requirements of business life and the strengthening of entrepreneurial attitudes.

A particular strength of South Ostrobothnia is a skilled and committed professional labour force. The companies of the province are mainly satisfied with the availability of skilled labour. Especially in non-managerial work it is easy to recruit, but in certain expert tasks it is harder to find skilled people. All sectors see the most significant development requirement as the construction of multidisciplinary study modules and through it an improvement in education corresponding to working life.

Despite the education level of South Ostrobothnia being below the national average, it has been raised during the last 15 years with the education of younger age classes. The strategic desired state of South Ostrobothnia is that education at all its levels is improved, in order to improve the skill level of the province and improve the prerequisites of smart specialisation. This necessitates the adoption of lifelong learning principles. An international operational environment requires international skills, which are created only in diversified educational interaction together with foreign partners. South Ostrobothnian education organisations also want to strengthen further multifaceted international partnerships and through them create shared educational added value.
There is an extremely versatile vocational training field in South Ostrobothnia. Vocational Education Centre SEDU has in total eight premises in different parts of the province, and approximately 4,000 students. Vocational Education Centre SEDU strongly invests in its educational operations and in both internationalisation and entrepreneurship. SEDU defines its role as developing the students’ international and entrepreneurial capabilities by offering training and learning environments that promote those skills. Furthermore, it invests in the international capacity of its personnel and in different forms of becoming international within your own country. The proof of the internationalism of SEDU can be seen in approximately 300 students annually going abroad on study modules and correspondingly approximately 150 foreign students are in SEDU as exchange students.

Sajnäjoki University of Applied Sciences is South Ostrobothnia’s largest higher education organisation. There are approximately 4,500 students, a quarter of which are adult students. Internationality is widely present in university of applied science studies, and plenty of different forms of international activity have been developed, from foreign language study modules to working on international projects or undertaking thesis work abroad. In addition to the possibility of international studies and work placements abroad, Sajnäjoki University of Applied Sciences also offers its students study programmes in English. Approximately 500 students annually participate in different length study periods abroad. Correspondingly approximately 350 students from abroad, studying for qualifications, and approximately 270 foreign exchange students are studying at Sajnäjoki University of Applied Sciences, and there is long-term project work with its strategic partners. Because of study and personnel exchanges and international co-operation processes, an especially comprehensive co-operation network has been constructed, which consists of 200 co-operation higher education schools in Europe, Asia, North and South America, Russia, Australia and Africa. Sajnäjoki University of Applied Sciences has three joint offices with its foreign strategic partner higher education schools, in Japan, Argentina and China.

Along with internationality, entrepreneurship is a principal priority area in studies. In the same way as to reach the goal of internationalisation, also a number of operational forms have been developed to support entrepreneurship, in which students from different sectors can choose the most suitable for themselves. On offer, for example, are different entrepreneurial ways to perform studies and entrepreneural study modules that cross subject boundaries. Furthermore, for example in so called Business Garage (Yrityskauppa) and ProtoSajnäjoki, students have the possibility to develop their business idea and skills as well as bounce their ideas off experts.

The educational activities of the University Consortium of Sajnäjoki are especially orientated towards the student community. The emphasis is on studies with a goal of achieving a qualification, which is possible through the candidate channels of open universities and through masters’ programmes being offered by the University Consortium of Sajnäjoki. Tampere, Vaasa and Helsinki have their own candidates channels, and Sajnäjoki: Masters’ studies are offered by the University of the Arts: Helsinki, Tampere University of Technology, the University of Tampere and the University of Vaasa. In addition to acceptance through candidate channels and Masters’ programmes, the University Consortium of Sajnäjoki arranges supplementary education (e.g. eMBA), both as company ordered development training and education aimed at the open market. In addition to the University Consortium of Sajnäjoki and a few other non-formal adult education organisations offer open university education.

One “user interface” of the education and development activities of South Ostrobothnia is the Provincial University of South Ostrobothnia, which operations are based on co-operation between Universities of Applied Science, Universities, non-formal adult education organisations and upper secondary education organisations. The provincial university does not have its own fixed location, but rather it takes training to where it is needed at the time. This significantly assists, for example, the education of adults who are working. The model has also gained international attention.

In one sense skills are fastened to individuals, but in another sense work organisations must take care of their intellectual capital and of its renewal. It is possible to increase skills through training, but attention must also be paid to how skills are developed through work procedures. Raising the skill level can be seen as the responsibility of the education organisations. The provincial university does not have its own fixed location, but rather it takes training to where it is needed at the time. This significantly assists, for example, the education of adults who are working. The model has also gained international attention.

One “user interface” of the education and development activities of South Ostrobothnia is the Provincial University of South Ostrobothnia, which operations are based on co-operation between Universities of Applied Science, Universities, non-formal adult education organisations and upper secondary education organisations. The provincial university does not have its own fixed location, but rather it takes training to where it is needed at the time. This significantly assists, for example, the education of adults who are working. The model has also gained international attention.

In one sense skills are fastened to individuals, but in another sense work organisations must take care of their intellectual capital and of its renewal. It is possible to increase skills through training, but attention must also be paid to how skills are developed through work procedures. Raising the skill level of South Ostrobothnia cannot be seen as only the responsibility of the education organisations of the region, but individuals and companies also have to carry the responsibility. A general goal can also be that education organisations search actively together with different work organisations for the kinds of co-operation forms and forums, through which the skill level and internationality of the region can be raised.
Regional, national and international expert exchange: An expert exchange promotes skill development and creates the conditions for deepening co-operation. Tools, such as work cycles that enable co-operation, research hotel operations and international scholarship schemes, are required for expert exchanges. These offer researchers in other parts of Finland and abroad, the possibility to join the province’s research community. Expert exchanges can also happen between educational institutions and business life. A goal will be set to strengthen operational models associated with expert exchanges in both vocational and higher education organisations.

Regional, national and international expert exchange: An expert exchange promotes skill development and creates the conditions for deepening co-operation. Tools, such as work cycles that enable co-operation, research hotel operations and international scholarship schemes, are required for expert exchanges. These offer researchers in other parts of Finland and abroad, the possibility to join the province’s research community. Expert exchanges can also happen between educational institutions and business life. A goal will be set to strengthen operational models associated with expert exchanges in both vocational and higher education organisations.

International, skill versatility and digital education: In the future even more occupations will demand international skills and the ability to adapt to changing work tasks. This affects many service sectors, but also the preliminary manufacturing tasks of industry. The message of business life is that both upper secondary vocational education and higher education must strengthen the development of the international capacity and the skill versatility of their students. This can require the creation of new education programmes or the reconstruction of existing education programmes. Skill versatility is also associated with different forms of digital skills, the importance of which must be noticed in education practices, content and learning environments.

International, skill versatility and digital education: In the future even more occupations will demand international skills and the ability to adapt to changing work tasks. This affects many service sectors, but also the preliminary manufacturing tasks of industry. The message of business life is that both upper secondary vocational education and higher education must strengthen the development of the international capacity and the skill versatility of their students. This can require the creation of new education programmes or the reconstruction of existing education programmes. Skill versatility is also associated with different forms of digital skills, the importance of which must be noticed in education practices, content and learning environments.

National and international education networks: Besides strengthening the region’s own education on offer, connections must be created outside of the region. Close interaction with economic development and the wider business life is expressly connected with the specialisation of South Ostrobothnia. This interaction also requires interaction concepts and tools, with which the yields of national and international education networks can be brought to the province. In practice this means, for example, possibilities for field courses, thesis co-operation work and practice possibilities. The goal is to connect to education networks from outside the region by interaction concepts, which make the practices of cooperation effective and attractive.

National and international education networks: Besides strengthening the region’s own education on offer, connections must be created outside of the region. Close interaction with economic development and the wider business life is expressly connected with the specialisation of South Ostrobothnia. This interaction also requires interaction concepts and tools, with which the yields of national and international education networks can be brought to the province. In practice this means, for example, possibilities for field courses, thesis co-operation work and practice possibilities. The goal is to connect to education networks from outside the region by interaction concepts, which make the practices of cooperation effective and attractive.
5.1 Resourcing for smart specialisation

Sizeable investments have been made in the important thematic business sectors in South Ostrobothnia, such as the development of food systems. Regional development investments to the thematic business sectors and their narrower focus areas are continuing. However, at the same time the importance of national and international financing channels is growing. In South Ostrobothnia, EU structural financing resources have decreased substantially when compared to previous amounts, but they remain a significant resource along with EU rural funds financing forms. Competition for EU cross-borders programmes (including Interreg Europe, Interreg Baltic Sea and Botnia Atlantica) and the resources of other programmes is tough and success in international financing applications demands hard work and high quality. South Ostrobothnian actors are able to offer high level skills to different international consortia. The own activity of the actors of the region and strong international partners enable efficient international financing applications. The following are some of the most important financing possibilities from thematic business sectors’ and the development of companies’ perspectives.

**Food systems and the bio-economy**

Development can utilise the EU Framework for Research and Innovation Programme Horizon 2020. One of its emphases is on the challenges of the bio-economy. Themes are, amongst others, foodstuff safety and sustainable agricultural themes, which excellently suit the profile of the province. In South Ostrobothnia, food systems and the bio-economy have been appointed resources through the Seinäjoki Green Creative Garden operations. It is part of the national bio-economy INKA programme, through which it is possible to obtain financing, for example, in the development work of companies of the food and bio-economy sector. Also, the EU European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) and Structural Funds are suitable as financing instruments for the development of food systems and the bio-economy.

**Smartness and energy efficiency**

Themes that cut across many EU international programmes, so a number of financing possibilities are found for the development of this focus area. The financing possibilities for traffic and logistic energy efficiency are in EU cross-border programmes, such as in the sustainable transport themes of the Baltic Sea Region Programme and the Botnia Atlantic programme. Energy efficiency promoting financing possibilities are also found under environmental protection and resource efficiency as well as low carbon themes of the Baltic Sea programme and the Interreg Europe programme. The Connect-
ing Europe tool finances projects, which construct missing connections in Europe’s energy, transport and digital core network. Thus, cleaner transport forms, ultrafast broadband connections and the use of renewable energy are promoted. The Horizon 2020 programme also finances the development of clean, safe and efficient energy and the creation of smart and environmentally friendly transport. Financing possibilities also for the development of materials and the development of production and processes are found in the programme. Besides the previously mentioned, smartness and energy efficiency can be promoted through regional and national financing instruments.

Service and experience production development: applicable international financing possibilities can be found from many sources. Health, population changes and welfare are financing targets in the Horizon 2020 programme. The Health for Growth programme is an EU health sector operation programme, which consolidates connections between economic growth and population health. A goal of the programme is to promote innovative and sustainable health care systems as well as the accessibility of medical expertise and information across borders. Tele also participates in the financing of social and health service innovation. An applicable instrument for experience production is the EU Creative Europe programme, which supports the European operators and co-operation of the audiovisual sector, culture sector and creative sectors. From its culture sub-programme, finance is available for, amongst others, the construction of European networks and forums, and form the media sub programmes for the financing of cinemas and festivals.

Characteristically financing concerning service and skill entities is available through regional and national sources. In addition, for example the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) resources support the creation of new business operations, company growth, internationalisation, the production of new information and skills and utilisation. The European Social Fund (ESF) resources develop education and business life, for example in connecting educational institutions to closer co-operation with companies. The EU European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development’s (EAFRD) funds promote entrepreneurship in the countryside. The European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) resources support the creation of new business operations, company growth, internationalisation and innovation. An applicable instrument for experience production is the EU Creative Europe programme, which supports the European operators and co-operation of the audiovisual sector, culture sector and creative sectors. From its culture sub-programme, finance is available for, amongst others, the construction of European networks and forums, and form the media sub programmes for the financing of cinemas and festivals.

The principles of strategy implementation At the core of the smart specialisation strategy are substance choices. A goal is to construct for thematic business sectors a high level, business operations ecosystem, which supports the growth and internationalisation of companies. The central actors in the ecosystem are the companies of each of the thematic business sectors and the interaction with the service and skill structures of the previously described business life organisations. The features of an effective ecosystem are an open atmosphere, local, regional and international interactions and the ability make new products out of ideas. In addition to content-based specialisation, competitiveness promoting operational models are required. For this reason the strategy sets ambitious goals concerning service and skill structures.

Based on the strategy process and both content specialisation and the goals of operational policy, the following are outlined as operating principles of the smart specialisation of South Ostrobothnia: 1) bilateral comparative learning, 2) speed, flexibility and impartiality, 3) effective resource utilisation and 4) fairness and reliability.

Bilateral comparative learning: It is important to utilise the province’s synergy and learning potential provided by the density of the province and the learning experiences of different sectors. For example, in the food systems and bio-economy theme, the strong foundation for thematic activities is provided by the density of the province and the learning experiences of different sectors. In addition to content-based specialisation, competitiveness promoting operational models are required. For this reason the strategy sets ambitious goals concerning service and skill structures.
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Based on the strategy process and both content specialisation and the goals of operational policy, the following are outlined as operating principles of the smart specialisation of South Ostrobothnia: 1) bilateral comparative learning, 2) speed, flexibility and impartiality, 3) effective resource utilisation and 4) fairness and reliability.

Bilateral comparative learning: It is important to utilise the province’s synergy and learning potential provided by the density of the province and the learning experiences of different sectors. For example, in the food systems and bio-economy theme, the strong foundation for operations is created by vigorous primary production, skills associated with fixed systems, versatile investments, development platforms and user networks, as well as national and interna-
tional networking. The operational model connected to developing the business operational environment in question can also be adapted in the other strong sectors of the province. Bilateral comparative learning also occurs with those kinds of European regions, which can be recognised as similar for their economic structure and with the same direction for their smart specialisation goals.

Speed, flexibility and impartiality: South Ostrobothnia demonstrates speed, flexibility and impartiality in smart specialisation. This means that besides long-term specialisation, opening possibilities are seized with an entrepreneurial approach. There is a cause for development organisations to emphasise flexibility in their operations, in other words strive to get matters to operate despite obstacles. This is also connected to the idea of impartiality: the solutions to problems are sought from outside of customary practices. An essential part of an entrepreneurship-positive atmosphere is the acceptance of failures and to learn from them. The province’s reasonably good change awareness can be further improved by promoting a flexible and impartial development environment.

Effective resource utilisation: South Ostrobothnia must effectively and wisely use the available development resources in regards to smart specialisation. As cost efficient and effective measures as possible must be found. These principles have been followed, for example, in the construction of South Ostrobothnia’s university activities. Prerequisites of effectiveness are, that there are not high fences between operations, and it is stroved to operate together in a goal directed manner. The utilisation of resources efficiently and effectively necessitates creative and smart combinations of development policies and tools.

Fairness and Reliability: the construction and maintenance of confidential relationships is at the core of the region’s development and the success of its companies. In South Ostrobothnia promises are kept. This is not always self-evident, for example in complex and challenging international relations. South Ostrobothnia refines the principles of fairness and reliability into a competitive advantage in smart specialisation, which penetrates business operations such as business development and higher education operations.

Monitoring the Strategy

The monitoring of the realisation of the smart specialisation strategy of South Ostrobothnia will be combined with the monitoring of the Regional Plan and Regional Strategic Programme and evaluation of its implementation. A range of quantitative and qualitative indicators are used in the monitoring. Quantitative indicators of the realisation of smart innovation are, for example, growth in the number of growing companies, export as a proportion of production and R&D expenses development. Correspondingly utilised qualitative indicators include the following: the construction of food system entities and their associated operational environment, internationalisation of training in thematic business sectors, the development of attraction of the province and the strengthening of images concerning South Ostrobothnia.

Primarily it is the responsibility of the Regional Council of South Ostrobothnia to monitor the combined Regional Plan and Regional Strategic Programme and thus also smart specialisation. Permanent work groups are also connected to the monitoring work, which have been preparing the strategy: the Growth Entrepreneurship Forum, the Higher Education Community Led forum and Team South Ostrobothnia. With the help of participative methods in the monitoring work, the strategy is reflected by the views, of the actors implementing it, concerning predicted changes in the operational environment. For prediction production, the regional prediction group is closely connected to the entity. In this way it is ensured that the monitoring of smart specialisation becomes a dynamic process, which directs, if required, new directions for, or speeds up, implementation.